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Abstract
The effect of weakly bound structure and low separation energies in 6,7Li and 9Be nuclei on different reaction mechanisms,
viz., elastic scattering and fusion reaction is studied in detail with large number of targets at energies around the Coulomb
barrier. It is observed that the inclusion of breakup channel brought in by these weakly bound nuclei is playing a major role
in different reaction channels in a given nuclear reaction.
Introduction
In recent years, the study of the reaction dynamics
involving weakly bound nuclei has become one of the
most intriguing and challenging problems in low energy
nuclear physics [1]. The interest in understanding the
influence of break-up on other reaction channels has
indeed received a fillip in recent years, especially because
of the recent advent of radioactive ion beam (RIB)
facilities in different laboratories around the world.
These RIB facilities can accelerate the nuclei away from
line of stability (weakly bound unstable/exotic nuclei),
which is not possible from conventional particle
accelerators. The understanding of the fusion process
using RIB has a great impact on the production of super
heavy elements and in reactions of astrophysical interest.
At present, as the intensities and beam resolution of RIBs
are limited, it is difficult to carry out precision
measurements using RIBs. Hence experiments with
stable weakly bound projectiles like 6,7Li and 9Be are very
important in understanding the various reaction
mechanisms, viz., the effect of breakup on the fusion
process, significance of incomplete fusion etc. The study
of reactions induced by such weakly bound stable nuclei
would provide a basis to understand the reaction
mechanisms of weakly bound unstable nuclei. Such
reactions provide the platform to establish the best
experimental techniques and reaction models required
for the best study of exotic nuclei available at RIB
facilities with low intensities.
The small separation energies e.g., 7Li+t, St = 2.47
MeV, 6Li+d, Sd = 1.47 MeV, 9Be+5He, S5 He =
2.47 MeV etc., suggests that these nuclei can easily break
in the nuclear or Coulomb field, which in turn can
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influence the scattering and/or reaction cross-sections.
With this in view, we have carried out several
investigations to understand the reaction mechanisms
involving these stable weakly bound projectiles on a
range of target nuclei. Some of the important results are
discussed in this report.
Precision measurement of elastic scattering in 7Li,
Be+208Pb reactions below Coulomb barrier energies
for investigation of dipole polarizability and cluster
structure:

9

The Coulomb field due to the target nucleus induces a
dipole moment in the projectile. The interaction of the
electric field with the projectile dipole moment leads to a
polarization potential which is attractive. As a result the
Coulomb potential gets reduced and which in turn
modifies the elastic scattering at energies below the
Coulomb barrier. By measuring the small but
measurable deviation from pure Coulomb scattering
arising due to dipole moment of the projectile, it is
possible to determine the dipole polarizability of the
projectile. With this in mind, we have carried out high
precision elastic scattering measurements for 7Li and 9Be
scattering from 208Pb at several energies both deep below
and around the Coulomb barrier.
Dipole polarizability of a nucleus arises due to the fact
that during a collision between two nuclei, the presence
of strong electric field distorts the charge distribution of
the nuclei as protons and neutrons are forced to move in
opposite direction resulting in an additional interaction
that modifies the Coulomb potential. As the dipole
operator leads to transition between states of opposite
parity and for normal nuclei, states of opposite parity are
at high excitation energy, the effect of the coupling
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beetween these states
s
and hen
nce dipole pollarizability is
veery small for such
s
strongly bound nuclei.. For weakly
bo
ound nuclei du
ue to low breaakup threshold
d, continuum
states of oppossite parity aree nearby whiich helps in
exxcitation to theese levels, e.g., in case of 7Lii with breakup
p threshold of only 2.47 MeV
V, positive paritty +t breakup
p states can co
ouple to negatiive parity grou
und state via
diipole operatorr. Theoreticallyy the dipole polarizability
p
paarameter, is defined as,
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which
w
suggests that this param
meter is stronglly depending
on
n B(E1) value. Here En corresponds to the energy
e
of the
diiscretized staate `n’ whiich is in continuum.
Exxperimentally, the role of ellectric dipole polarizability
p
( ) can be invvestigated by accurate meassurement of
elastic scatteringg of such weaakly bound nu
ucleus in the
fieeld of a heavy nucleus.
n
This effect
e
is quantified in terms
off deviation from
m pure Rutherford scatteringg.

Fig.
F 1: Schematiic illustration off experimental setup
s
for the
precise measurement
m
off elastic scatterin
ng in
7Li,9Be+208P
Pb reaction.

With
W this aim, measurements
m
of elastic scattering cross7
208
seection of Li fro
om Pb have been
b
performeed at energies
from 18 to 28 MeV
M (Coulomb barrier ~ 30 MeV).
M
A high
urement (statiistical error < 0.5 %) was
prrecision measu
acchieved by meeasuring double ratio (thereeby avoiding
vaarious systemattical errors)

R

The Co
ontinuum Disccretized Couplled Channel (C
CDCC)
calculaations, which taake into accoun
nt the unboun
nd states
of the projectile
p
and ccoupling with the
t ground statte, were
perform
med to explain
n this ratio, an
nd the value off dipole
polarizzabilty extracteed. 7Li was asssumed to haave +t
cluster structure w
with the well--known -t b
binding
ngs were inclu
uded between ground
potentiial and couplin
state, inelastic
i
state of 7Li and the resonant an
nd nonresonan
nt continuu
um states. The non-reesonant
continu
uum states above break--up threshold
d were
discretiised into mom
mentum bins off width 0.25 fm
m-1 with
respectt to the momeentum of the +t relative motion.
m
The wave
w
functions for the co
ontinuum bin
ns were
normallized to unity. Each bin was treated as an excited
state of 7Li with Ex equal
e
to the mean
m
bin energgy. The
hen calculated at this
scatteriing wave funcctions were th
energy and energy independence within the bin
b was
assumeed. For +208Pb
b and t+208Pb potential,
p
required for
cluster folding form
m factor calculations, global optical
potentiials evaluated at four- and three-seventh of the
projecttile energy weere used. A energy-depend
e
dent renormallisation factorr was built-iin from fittin
ng the
existingg data at sligh
htly higher en
nergies on elasstic and
fusion cross section
n simultaneou
usly which waas then
extrapo
olated to the energy of inteerest. Best agrreement
betweeen the data and
d CDCC calcu
ulations was obtained
and thee value of the dipole polarizability (=0.0445 fm3)
extracted [2]. In Fig. 2, compariso
on between meeasured
ratio with
w
CDCC caalculations is shown for 7L
Li+208Pb
reaction.

 ( E1 , 1 ) /  ( E1 ,  2 ) C ( E1 , 1 ) / C ( E1 ,  2 )

 ( E2 , 1 ) /  ( E2 ,  2 ) C ( E2 , 1 ) / C ( E2 ,  2 )

where,
w
E1, E2 are two bombarding energiess and 1 and
2 are two scatttering angles. C(E, ) is thee number of
co
ounts recorded
d in the detecto
or at energy E and angle .
In
n this experimeent, 1 = 400, 2 = 1600 and
d E1 < E2 (E1
= 16 MeV and E2 = 18 – 28 MeV). Two su
uch identical
teelescopes were placed symmetrically to the left
l and right
off the incident beam
b
at  400 and
a  1600 to eliminate, in
th
he first order, possible
p
beam wondering. Th
he schematic
off experimentall setup is given
n in Fig. 1. Th
he measured
raatio was plotted
d as a function
n of incident energy
e
which
sh
howed the deviiation from R = 1.
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Fig 2: Compariso
on of measured ratio with CDC
CC
calculations in 7Li+208Pb
b reaction
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Fusion cross-sections in
reactions:

Fig 3: Measured ratio with CDCC calculations in 9Be+208Pb
reaction assuming two cluster structures 8Be+n and 4He+5He

Similar precision elastic scattering measurements and
CDCC calculations were also performed for 9Be+208Pb
reaction. The two cluster structures of 9Be, namely
4
He+5He and n+8Be were used in two independent
CDCC calculations along with neutron transfer channel.
It is observed that the n+8Be structure (see Fig. 3) is more
appropriate in comparison to 4He+5He structure for
explaining the data over a large energy range [3].

Fig. 4: The comparison of measured elastic scattering data
for 9Be+28Si reaction with coupled channels
calculations from two models: 5He + 4He
(left column) and 8Be + n (right column)

To validate these two cluster structures of 9Be, we have
also considered the available elastic scattering angular
distribution data with 28Si, 64Zn, and 144Sm targets. The
results of the calculations suggest that the breakup
coupling effects are significant for the 4He+5He cluster
model above the barrier energies, while they are
dominant at relatively lower energies for the 8Be + n
model. The addition of a one-neutron stripping channel
in the 8Be + n model gives an overall good description of
the elastic data for all the systems considered [3]. In Fig.
4, the measured elastic scattering angular distribution
data for 9Be+144Sm reaction is shown along with
calculations using two cluster structures.
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6,7

Li and

9

Be induced

Fusion of two colliding nuclei around the Coulomb
barrier is a complex phenomenon. Quantum mechanical
barrier penetration occurs in a multidimensional space
and coupling to the internal degrees of freedom of the
participating nuclei plays an important role. There are
several interesting features associated with the fusion
process. Experimentally measured sub-barrier fusion
cross sections for tightly bound nuclei are enhanced by
several orders of magnitude over the predictions of the
simple one-dimensional barrier penetration models
(1DBPM). The observed enhancement is understood in
terms of couplings to the low-lying collective excited
states of target and projectile and to transfer of one or
more nucleons. Understanding the fusion process with
weakly bound nuclei, either stable or short-lived, brings
in a new set of challenges. To start with, the definition of
fusion cross section itself needs to be clarified. There are
similar processes such as the incomplete fusion (ICF),
wherein only part of the projectile fuses with the target.
Hence, a distinction needs to be made wherever possible
between complete fusion (CF), which involves the fusion
of the projectile as a whole with the target, and total
fusion (TF), which also includes the ICF component.
The fusion reactions with weakly bound stable/unstable
nuclei are of astrophysical interest and can give insight
for super heavy element production. As far as the
spectroscopy point of view is concerned, fusion
evaporation reactions are the usual way to get the high
spin structure of excited nuclei. In addition, weakly
bound nuclei like 6,7Li, 9Be, 10,11B beams are ideal for
studying high spin states of stable and neutron rich
nuclei produced through ICF reactions.
wIn the case of reactions where at least one of the
colliding nuclei has a sufficiently low binding energy, the
break-up becomes an important process. This break-up,
if considered as a loss of flux from the incident channel,
then it should suppress the fusion cross-sections, but if
considered as one more channel for coupling in addition
to transfer or inelastic, then it is supposed to enhance the
fusion cross-section at below Coulomb barrier energies.
We have performed several fusion cross-section
measurements with stable weakly bound 6,7Li and 9Be
nuclei on several targets viz., 89Y, 90Zr, 124Sn, 159Tb,
144,152
Sm, 197Au, 198Pt etc. Mainly two methods of online
and/or offline gamma ray measurement techniques are
utilized to extract the evaporation residue (ER) and
hence fusion cross-sections. In Fig. 5 (A-C), one of the
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examples for each projectile is shown along with coupled
channels (CC) calculations. The measured CF crosssections are found to be suppressed at above barrier
energies by ~ 32 %, 26 %, and 28 % for 6Li, 7Li and 9Be
respectively w.r.t. CC calculations [5-7]. In Fig. 5 (A) and
(C), we have also shown the comparison with the fusion
cross-sections from tightly bound nuclei forming the

similar compound nucleus, which also confirms the
suppression. In Fig. 5 (D), we have plotted the systematic
of this suppression factor (FCF) w.r.t. the product of
projectile and target charge (Zp*ZT) which shows (i) For
a particular projectile, the suppression factor is more or
less independent of the product Zp*ZT and (ii)

Fig 5: Measured Complete Fusion (CF) cross-sections for (A) 6Li+144Sm (B) 9Be+124Sn (C) 7Li+159Tb were compared with Coupled
Channel calculations. The obtained suppression factor for 6Li, 7Li, 9Be is following the systematic
w.r.t. Zp*ZT as shown in (D). See text for details.

Suppression increases with decreasing breakup threshold
of the projectile [5].
Summary and Conclusion:
We have performed high precision elastic scattering
measurements over a range of energies, from sub-barrier
to near barrier for 7Li,9Be+208Pb reactions. The ratio
method of forward to backward elastic scattering events
ruled out all the systematic errors of the measurement.
The statistical accuracy obtained was close to 0.5%. The
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CDCC calculations have been performed and the dipole
polarizabilty parameter was extracted. Also in the case of
9
Be, cluster structure of 8Be+n is found to be favorable
over 4He+5He structure.
In the study of fusion of weakly bound nuclei with range
of targets, we observed that the complete fusion crosssections are suppressed compared to the CC calculations.
We have plotted the systematic of the observed
suppression factor w.r.t. charge product of projectile and
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target (ZP*ZT). The suppression factor (FCF) for a
particular projectile is found to be independent of
ZP*ZT. The suppression increases with decreasing the
breakup threshold.
In the near future, the rapid development of upcoming
Radioactive Ion Beam facilities, viz., FAIR and SPIRAL2,
will provide more weakly bound unstable nuclei away
from the line of stability, for which one can extend
similar kind of study of dipole polarizabilty as well as
cluster structure to great detail using these precision
elastic scattering measurements. The systematic of fusion
suppression observed with stable weakly bound nuclei
can be extended in studies with these Radioactive Ion
Beams.
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